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Monumental Insignificance
The Rhetoric of Roman Topography from Livy’s Rome

D. S. Levene1

In 260 BCE, during the First Punic War, the consul C. Duilius achieved
a milestone in Roman military history: he defeated the Carthaginians in
a naval battle at Mylae, and so became not only the first Roman general to
win a major victory at sea, but also the first to celebrate a “naval triumph.”2

A monument to commemorate this was erected in the Forum: a so-called
columna rostrata, a column decorated with the beaks of the captured enemy
ships. This monument was of considerable ideological significance in
Rome, especially at the time of Augustus, who had himself won a naval
victory not far from Mylae, and who set up a column of his own close to
Duilius’.3 The inscription on Duilius’ monument – which in large part
survives (CIL 12.25 = CIL 6.1300 = ILS 65 = ILLRP2 319) – was either re-
inscribed or written in the early imperial period,4 indicating that
a substantial restoration took place then.
Yet for such a significant monument, it is remarkable how largely

invisible it is within the literary record. It is mentioned in passing just
four times in surviving literature: Plin.HN 34.20; Sil. Pun. 6.663–4; Quint.
1.7.12; and Serv. ad Geo. 3.29. This might not of itself seem especially
surprising, since the First Punic War in general is not well documented.
But what is more noteworthy is that another honor of Duilius is somewhat
more widely recorded and often in somewhat more detail: that he was
allowed to have a flute-player and torch-bearer accompany him home from
dinner every day, in the manner that a magistrate would.5 This is described

1 My thanks to the participants in the Notre Dame conference for their illuminating discussion, and
above all to the editors for their helpful and constructive comments on an earlier draft.

2 On the distinction between a “naval triumph” and a regular one see Östenberg 2009: 46–50.
3 Roller 2009: 221–3; Biggs 2017; cf. also Hölkeskamp 2001: 111–13.
4 Most scholars (e.g. Wölfflin 1890; Frank 1919; Niedermann 1936; Degrassi 1937: 47–8; Bleckmann
2002: 116–25; Kondratieff 2004: 11–14) see it as a reinscription of Duilius’ original, but some claim it
to be an archaizing forgery (so e.g. Mommsen in CIL 12 p. 386; Fay 1920; Wachter 1987: 359–61).

5 Mommsen 1887–883: 1.367, 1.423–4.
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on his elogium in the ForumAugustum (CIL 12 p. 193 no. XI =CIL 6.31611 =
ILS 55) and in a variety of literary sources (Cic. Sen. 44; Val. Max. 3.6.4; Sil.
Pun. 6.667–9; Flor. 1.18.10; De Vir. Ill. 38.4; Amm. Marc. 26.3.5; Livy Per.
17). It is clear that it caught the Roman literary imagination to an extent
that the monument did not.
Livy’s account of Duilius’ victory in Book 17 is lost: we cannot say for

certain whether or not he mentioned Duilius’ monument. What we can
say, however, is that even if he did mention it, it was not considered of
sufficient importance to be highlighted among Duilius’ honors by any of
the authors – notably the Periochae, Valerius Maximus, Florus, andDe Vir.
Ill. – who are most likely to have derived their information about Duilius
from his narrative. Conversely, if he did not mention it, it would be far
from uncharacteristic of his history. Livy, as I shall show, constructs a form
of space in his descriptions of the city of Rome, but the space that his
narrative constructs bears only a very limited relationship to the actual
topography of the city; in particular, he pays much less attention to Roman
monuments – even ideologically significant monuments – than scholars
have often appreciated.
There are, of course, various places in Livy’s surviving history where he

refers to Roman topography as something apparently meaningful and
distinctive, and those places have been well discussed in the
scholarly literature; recent scholarship on Livy, as on other ancient authors
(a point demonstrated not least by many of the other papers in this
volume), has paid increasing attention to the construction of space within
his history, and the monuments or other topographical features mentioned
in his text are one natural starting-point for exploration.6 One might
mention, for example, his description of the elaborate procession in
honor of Juno following an unprecedented series of prodigies prior to
the Battle of Metaurus in 207 BCE: he traces its route in meticulous detail
(27.37.11–15). Or there is his careful identification of the place where
Verginius kills his daughter in order to save her from being raped by
Appius Claudius the decemvir (3.48.5),7 or the locating of the omen
heard by M. Caeducius warning of the Gallic sack (5.32.6), “in the Via

6 See e.g. Griffe 1981, Jaeger 1997, Bonfante 1998, Spencer 2007, Aberson 2014, Jaeger 2014; see also
Edwards 1996 for the representation of the city in Latin literature more broadly. The scholarly focus
on the spatial features of Livy (and other Roman writers) mirrors (and is influenced by) the increasing
interest in space in contemporary scholarship, an interest which crosses many disciplines, sometimes
referred to as the “spatial turn”: see e.g. Warf and Arias 2008.

7 Contrast Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 11.37.6; Val. Max. 6.1.2. For the significance of the location (near the
shrine of Venus Cloacina) in the context of the story, see Feldherr 1998: 210–12.
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Nova, where the shrine [sc. of Aius Locutius] now is above the temple of
Vesta” (in Nova via, ubi nunc sacellum est supra aedem Vestae). In the two
latter cases Livy specifically makes the connection with the landscape of
Rome visible in his own day.8

However, it would be a mistake to deduce from the occasional appearance
of such passages, as some do, that Livy has a deep and abiding interest in
Roman monuments or Roman topography.9 In reality, such moments are
far rarer than one might assume from reading the scholarly literature on the
topic. Indeed, the example of the shrine of Aius Locutius helps illustrate this
point. As I have noted, the omen that is the impetus for the shrine’s
foundation is precisely located; the foundation of the shrine on that spot is
then referred to at 5.50.5, and then almost immediately mentioned once
again in the speech of Camillus with which Book 5 concludes (5.52.11). But it
does not play the role in Camillus’ speech that one would expect. The speech
is in a general way fundamentally concerned with questions of location:10 the
entire impetus for it is a proposal to abandon Rome and re-found the city on
the site of Veii, and Camillus’ appeal is founded on the intimate connection
between the sacred topography of Rome and Roman history and identity.
Accordingly, there are references to sacred locations within Rome: to the
temple of Vesta, which is referred to alongside the shields of Mars Gradivus
and Quirinus kept by the Salii (5.52.7; cf. 5.54.7), to the temple of Juno
(5.52.10), and above all to the Capitol and Arx (5.51.3, 5.51.9, 5.52.6, 5.52.12,
5.53.5, 5.53.9, 5.54.7). The centrality of the Capitol is not surprising: it has an
especial importance in Livy’s image of Rome, as I shall discuss. But the rest
has an oddly generic feel. No other temple is mentioned; and the temple of
Vesta (whose location Livy does not provide) and the shields of Mars and
Quirinus (kept in the Regia) were nowhere near the temple of Juno, which
(as Camillus says) was on the Aventine. We are not told where Camillus is
supposed to be speaking, but he could not (even hypothetically) have had all
of these within his or his audience’s view.11 This might not seem to matter,

8 Cf. von Haehling 1989: 38–50, who lists and analyzes all instances in the First Decade where Livy
relates his history to contemporary topography (though many of his examples do not concern the
city of Rome).

9 See von Haehling 1989: 49–50 for Livy’s general lack of interest in detailing Roman monuments; he
notes in particular (42–3) the surprising fact that only three times in the First Decade does Livy
explicitly refer to a monument as existing in his own day, all in connection with the victory and
subsequent trial of Horatius (1.25.14–26.14).

10 Cf. Edwards 1996: 45–52.
11 This key point tells against the suggestion that the anaphora of hic at the climax of Camillus’ speech
(5.54.7) “can be taken as strongly deictic, actually directing Camillus’ listeners’ eyes to the places he
describes” (Feldherr 1998: 47).
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were it not that the visual salience of the monuments mentioned in speeches
played a central role in much Republican oratory12 and is something that
Livymakes a point of elsewhere, not only famously (and problematically, as I
discuss below) at the trial of Manlius Capitolinus in Book 6, but in a passage
which forms an important parallel to Camillus’ speech, namely the earlier,
briefer, appeal by the senators not to move to Veii (5.30.4–7), which is
explicitly located in the Forum, and where the senators win their case
precisely because they gesture to (mostly unnamed) temples that could be
seen around.13

Moreover, even though the temple of Juno is located by Camillus on the
Aventine, the reason seems less to be to provide topographical associations
for the audience than to identify it as the temple founded by Camillus
earlier in the book (5.23.7, 5.31.3); all of the references to place in Camillus’
speech evoke not the sacred site of Rome in general, but those which played
a role in the narrative of Book 5 in particular.14 The repeated references to
the Capitol are part of that pattern, given its central role in the Gallic sack,
as is the shrine of Aius Locutius, the Vestals’ abandonment of Rome
(5.52.13; cf. 5.40.7–10), and the heroism of Fabius Dorsuo maintaining
his family rites on the Quirinal (5.52.3; cf. 5.46.2–3). These apart, the actual
monuments of Rome are absent from Camillus’ speech, despite its appar-
ently being centered on them; and as for those which are mentioned, their
location appears to matter rather less than one might expect. In other
words, Camillus’ speech, though superficially evoking a sense of place and
a rich topography, is oriented primarily to the person whose access to
Roman topography comes through reading Livy’s narrative rather than the
reader with independent knowledge of the city. As we shall see, this is not
atypical in Livy’s work.
Within Livy’s narrative as a whole, Rome is for the most part

a minimally marked space.15 There are repeated references to the Forum
as a place of general assembly and public events, and to meetings of the
Senate, which are often assumed to be taking place in a building abutting
on the Forum; it is sometimes mentioned that they are occurring in the
curia. Sometimes there is a reference to the Comitium, which is itself
occasionally indicated to be adjacent to the curia (e.g. 5.7.9, 5.55.1–2, 6.15.1,
22.7.7, 22.60.1, 45.20.6, 45.24.12); the Rostra (whose creation is described at
8.14.11–12) is also from time to time mentioned as a place from which

12 Cf. Vasaly 1993: esp. 34–87; Klodt 2014.
13 Cf. 3.57.2–4 for another example of a Livian speech employing visual cues from the speaker’s

surroundings.
14 Cf. Feldherr 1998: 47. 15 Cf. Jaeger 2014: 66–7.
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speakers address the assembled crowd (e.g. 8.33.9–10, 8.35.8, 23.23.1–8,
27.50.9–10, 30.17.3, 34.56.4–7, 38.50.6, 39.15.1).16 But a forum and an
adjacent curia were standard features of Roman towns in general, so
Livy’s use of these terms does not carry with it a nuanced appreciation of
the topography of Rome in particular; indeed, even a comitium is occa-
sionally found outside Rome (CIL 11.1946). Moreover, the Senate legally
could – and often did – meet in any inaugurated building, and Livy often
does not specify where the meetings are taking place: for example, not
a single one of the numerous senatorial meetings recorded in the run-up to
the Second Macedonian War (31.2–13) is given a location. Indeed, even
when he does refer to the meetings as happening in the curia, he may
sometimes mean not the building in the Forum of that name, but simply
be treating the term as a generic one for any place the Senate happened to
be meeting: note especially 30.23.1, where curia is used even though Livy
has shortly before made a point of explaining that the meeting in question
was outside the walls in the Temple of Bellona (30.21.12; see below). Only
three times does Livy mention the then Senate House, the Curia Hostilia,
by name: at its building by Tullus Hostilius (1.30.2), immediately after
Camillus’ speech at the end of Book 5 (5.55.1–2), and after Cannae (22.55.1).
Mary Jaeger has a powerful discussion of the significance of these three
passages: they all in different ways appear at moments of existential crisis
for Rome, and are part of a process of reaffirming Rome’s continuity – but
they also depend for their effect on the fact that the Curia Hostilia was no
longer part of Rome’s landscape in Livy’s day.17 All of these points are true,
and vital for the interpretation of the moments in question. But, even if we
add the few places where the reference to the adjacent Comitium implies
the Curia Hostilia, that leaves great swathes of text in which it is not
identified. For much of the time, Livy sets his history of Rome against the
landscape of a Rome which was effectively indistinguishable from most
other ancient cities.
There are some broad exceptions to this general picture. The Capitol is

frequently named in Livy, and plays an active role not only in terms of its
topographical position, but of its symbolic position as the center of Roman

16 On the Rostra, see further Biggs in this volume; he discusses in particular the reference to it in Livy’s
account of the death of Cicero (quoted in Sen. Suas. 6.17), noting that Livy – like other Augustan
historians – takes no account of the fact that prior to Cicero’s death the Rostra had been substantially
restructured (and slightly moved) by Caesar (and was later restructured again by Augustus). Biggs’
argument may be reinforced; not only does the Rostra play a relatively small role in Livy’s earlier
narrative, but there too one finds no explicit reference to or implicit awareness of the lack of
continuity with the structure that existed at the time when Livy was writing.

17 Jaeger 2014: 72–5.

14 d. s. levene
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power.18 As such, its occupation and/or defense often has a vast significance
for Livy’s presentation of Roman struggles for power against both internal
and external enemies – prominent examples (a far from exhaustive list)
include the building of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus under
Tarquinius Superbus (1.55.1–6), the revolt of Appius Herdonius (3.15.
5–18.10), the Gallic siege (5.38.10–47.11), the trial of Manlius Capitolinus
(6.20.4–16),19 the conflict with the Latins (8.5.1–6.6), and the trial of Scipio
Africanus (38.51.8–13; cf. 38.52.5). It is true that the Capitol, too, might be
thought in some respects to be a generic feature of ancient townscapes: Rome
was far from unique in centering its city on a defensible plateau, or in placing
its iconic temples on that plateau (the same, after all, is true of Athens), and
indeedRoman colonies sometimes had temples of their own dedicated to the
Capitoline Triad. But such Capitoline temples were far less widespread than
used to be thought,20 and the topography of Livy’s Capitol is in any case
often more precisely delineated, with (for example) references to other
shrines on it (e.g. 1.10.5–7, 1.55.3–4, 5.54.7, 7.28.4, 23.31.9, 35.41.8, 39.22.4),
the routes by which it might be approached (e.g. 3.18.7, 5.47.2, 37.3.7), its
visibility from the Forum (e.g. 2.49.7, 3.17.4, 5.30.5, 6.20.9, 7.6.4), or its
being the culminating point of the triumph (e.g. 6.29.8–10, 7.13.10, 28.9.16,
38.48.16, 42.49.6, 45.39.2, 45.39.11–13, 45.41.11).
Another broad exception is that although most of the monuments

within Rome are more conspicuous by their absence from rather than
their presence in Livy, when one leaves the heart of the city and focuses on
its edges the situation is quite different. The walls and gates of the city are
a consistent feature of Livy’s Rome, the latter often referred to not only in
a generic sense but also by name, especially to mark movement in and out
of the city. Gates delineate the boundaries of the city, and that boundary is
set out by Livy with some precision: the mere fact of entering or leaving
Rome can carry profound ideological importance, especially when those
entering or threatening to enter are actual or potential enemies (2.51.2,
2.64.3, 3.66.5, 4.21.8, 5.41.4, 6.28.2, 7.11.6, 26.10.3; cf. 1.7.2), when they are
Roman generals and soldiers setting out on or returning from campaigns
(e.g. 1.26.2, 2.49.8, 3.5.5, 3.51.10, 26.10.1–2), or when (as sometimes happens
in the case of prodigies) they are wild creatures whose presence in Rome
marks a violation of the natural order (33.26.9, 41.9.6).21 Particularly

18 Cf. e.g. Jaeger 2014: 68–70. This exception is not surprising, given the centrality of the Capitol in
Roman cultural memory: see Edwards 1996: 69–95; Hölkeskamp 2001: esp. 97–111.

19 Cf. Jaeger 1997: 57–93, but see also p. 20 below. 20 Quinn and Wilson 2013.
21 Onwalls in Book 1 see esp. Konstan 1986: 198–201, interestingly arguing that the progressive creation

of the city walls marks not only the limits but also the expansion of Rome.
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notable examples include 38.55.2 and 38.56.4, where Scipio’s funeral is
specifically associated with the area outside the Porta Capena (where the
family tomb was), and 2.11.5–10, where Publicola constructs an elaborate
ruse to deceive Lars Porsenna, involving movement from no fewer than
three named gates (the parallel passages in Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.31.1 and
Plut. Publ. 17.1 are far vaguer). A natural extension of this interest in the
city boundaries also constitutes an exception to my general point about the
anonymity of the Senate’s meeting-places: one of the few circumstances
under which Livy is regularly keen to locate senatorial meetings is when the
senators met outside the walls, for example in order to be able to receive
foreign ambassadors or meet returning generals – he refers in particular to
meetings at the temple of Bellona (26.21.1, 28.9.5, 28.38.2, 30.21.12, 30.40.1,
31.47.7, 33.22.1, 33.24.5, 36.39.5, 38.44.9, 39.29.4, 41.6.4, 42.9.2, 42.21.6,
42.28.2, 42.36.2)22 and the temple of Apollo (34.43.2, 39.4.2, 41.17.4;
cf. 3.63.6–7). One can add to this the Tiber, which is frequently mentioned
as the river running immediately adjacent to the walls and serving the city
both for trade and for protection.
So Livy’s Rome has a clearly marked boundary, with its river just

beyond; within the city, it has an iconic center in the Capitol, with key
temples (above all that of Jupiter OptimusMaximus) placed on it; and, like
other Roman towns, it has a Forum as a place of public assembly, and
senatorial meetings in a building that is sometimes indicated to be adjacent
to it. But for the vast majority of Livy’s text, that represents the limit of his
interest in Roman topography.23 The most obvious illustration of this is
the places where he passes up the opportunity to enrich his narrative with
specific topographical salience. For example, when Appius Claudius the
decemvir addresses a contio after the killing of Verginia, it is given no
specific location (3.49.5): Dionysius of Halicarnassus states that his meeting
was at the temple of Vulcan, and moreover that the rival meeting of
Valerius and Horatius took place elsewhere in the Forum. Livy describes
the problem of paying for Valerius Publicola’s funeral, but offers no
topographical context (2.16.7). Dionysius of Halicarnassus locates the
cremation and burial “near the Forum at the foot of the Velia” (Ant.

22 Even in this, however, Livy is not comprehensive. The Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus (ILS 18 =
ILLRP2 511) records that it was promulgated in a meeting in the temple of Bellona; Livy’s account of
that senatorial meeting (39.18.7–19.2) does not locate it.

23 For an analysis of how Livy’s minimalist conception of Roman space plays out in particular episodes,
cf. Milnor 2007: 16–20 for a discussion of the spaces constructed by the speech of Canuleius (4.1–5);
Riggsby 2009: 161–4 draws on this and adds an analysis of the use of space in the Lex Oppia debate
(34.1.1–8.3).
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Rom. 5.48.3; cf. Plut. Publ. 23.3) – Livy, like both Dionysius and Plutarch,
had earlier identified this spot as the site of Publicola’s house (Livy 2.7.12;
cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.19.1; Plut. Publ. 10.4), but the funeral had an
additional significance which Dionysius is swift to note – that it was within
the city, something Dionysius notes as unparalleled “up to my time.” This
is an obvious nod to the funeral which had taken place in the Forumwithin
Dionysius’ – and Livy’s – own time, namely that of Caesar.24 Yet that
salient topical context is lost in Livy along with the topography.
One notable feature of Livy’s failure to develop points of contemporary

topographical interest is the disappearance of the Palatine frommuch of his
surviving text – one would scarcely know from reading Livy that it
dominates the Forum to much the same degree as the Capitol does. For
Cicero, the Palatine (where he had his own home) had been one of the
central features of his political landscape of Rome,25 and in Livy’s day it was
achieving a new political relevance as the home of Augustus and the site of
one of his first major new buildings, the temple of Palatine Apollo,
dedicated in 28 BCE.26 Yet Livy hardly mentions it, apart from in the
opening sections of Book 1, where the Palatine inevitably plays a significant
role as the place of Romulus’ original settlement of the city (1.5.1–2, 1.6.
4–7.3, 1.12.1–8; cf. 1.33.3–5).27 It then appears as the home of the traitor
Vitruvius Vaccus (8.19.4, 8.20.8), as the final resting point of the Magna
Mater and the site of her temple (29.14.14–15, 29.37.2, 36.36.3), and
occasionally elsewhere (2.10.4, 30.38.9), but without any strong emphasis;
more importantly, Livy overlooks various places where it could have been
introduced to potent effect. When recounting Romulus’ foundation of the
city, Livy does not mention the casa Romuli, an ancient structure still
visible on the Palatine in his own day,28 although he implicitly recognizes
the existence of such a building – though not its location29 – by having
Camillus refer to it in passing in his speech in Book 5 (5.53.8). Livy does not

24 Cf. Weinstock 1971: 355.
25 Vial-Logeay 2014: 68–9; cf. Kardos 1997: 265–96 for a detailed account of the image of the Palatine

in Cicero’s writings.
26 Cf. Malochet-Turquety 2014 on the twin points of the Palatine and the Capitol as the topographical

focus of Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
27 Cf. Griffe 1981: 115 on the way Livy in Book 1 progressively displaces the heart of the city from the

Palatine to the Capitol; also Spencer 2007: 70–1.
28 Contrast Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.79.11; Plut. Rom. 20.4–6.
29 The lack of location is striking, for there was another ancient structure called the casa Romuli, on the

Capitol (Verg. Aen. 8.654; Vitr. 2.1.5; Sen. Controv. 2.1.5; Macrob. Sat. 1.15.10;CIL 16.23 = ILS 9052).
Balland 1984: 71–3 (building on a suggestion by Ogilvie 1965: 747) argues that Livy is here in fact
referring to the Capitoline one; even if this is wrong, the possible ambiguity underlines the
effacement of the Palatine from Livy’s narrative.
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have the story found in Valerius Antias (FRHist 25 F 21 = fr. 17P), Hyginus
(FRHist 63 F 1 = fr. 2P, citing Varro), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Ant.
Rom. 5.39.4), and Plutarch (Publ. 20.2), that M. (or M’.) Valerius (brother
of Publicola) was, as a particular honor, presented with a house of unusual
design on the Palatine, although Dionysius gives it a precise location and
implies that it still existed in his day. Nor does Livy, after the Gallic sack,
mention the famous story of the finding of the lituus of Romulus on the
Palatine (Cic. Div. 1.30; cf. 2.80; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 14.2.5; Plut. Rom.
22.1–2,Cam. 32.4–5; cf. Val. Max. 1.8.11), although its symbolic significance
for Camillus’ re-foundation of the city is manifest, and the importance of
the story in the Augustan age is suggested by its being recorded in the Fasti
Praenestini (Inscr. Ital. XIII.2, 123, March 23).30

Livy is moderately assiduous at reporting temple foundations in Rome;31

he is much less assiduous about giving them any sort of topographical
context.32 Among especially important temples, the temple of Castor is
founded at 2.42.5, but not located (it is not even said that it is in the
Forum); Dionysius describes its location in far more detail (Ant. Rom. 6.13.
1–4; cf. Plut. Cor. 3.4). This is presumably in part because Dionysius
describes the location as being the site of the appearance of Castor and
Pollux in the Forum after the battle of Lake Regillus, an epiphany which
Livy excludes altogether,33 but the topographical context in Dionysius is far
richer in all respects, including an account of the procession in the gods’
honor which led by the temple.34 Moreover, the same pattern is seen with
other temples, and with rather less excuse: for example, the location of the
temple of Saturn is not given at its foundation (2.21.2; contrast Dion. Hal.

30 For other reasons why Livy might have felt it appropriate to omit the story, see Levene 1993: 202.
31 There are exceptions: he does not mention the foundations of the temple of Ceres, Liber, and Libera

(Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 6.17.2, 6.94.3), nor that of Semo Sancus Dius Fidius on the Quirinal (Dion.
Hal. Ant. Rom. 9.60.8).

32 Aberson 2014: 35–8 gives what purports to be a list of all 131 of Livy’s references to the building of
monuments in Rome and the dedications made in such monuments, along with the topographical
context (or lack of it) given for each. His conclusion (Aberson 2014: 18–19) is that only 22 of the 131
completely lack indications of topographical context; but this is highly optimistic. For one thing,
Aberson’s list is far from comprehensive – there are Livian monuments which he overlooks, some of
which lack topographical contexts, such as the foundations of the temples of Diana on the Aventine
(1.45.2–7, discussed below) and of Apollo (7.20.9). Moreover, even if we take his list at face value,
a high proportion of the places which lack topographical context are temple foundations, and a high
proportion of those which possess such context are those which fall into one or more of the broad
categories I discuss elsewhere as constituting exceptions to Livy’s general lack of interest in monu-
ments, for example being located on the Capitol.

33 Levene 1993: 153.
34 For the central part this temple played in Roman life in the late Republic and early Empire see e.g.

Champlin 2011: esp. 74–5.
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Ant. Rom. 6.1.4), nor is that of the famous temple of Diana on the Aventine
(1.45.2–7; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 4.26.4). With the latter, it is worth
noting that when, at the end of the Decemvirate, Verginius and his troops
occupy the Aventine, Dionysius specifies that they encamp near the temple
of Diana (Ant. Rom. 11.43.6). Livy offers no such precision.
These omissions by Livy are compatible with two different – and

opposite – interpretations. It is possible that Livy is assuming an audience
which is so familiar with the topography of Rome that the mere mention of
the name of a temple is sufficient to evoke its presence; it is also possible
that he is using the names merely in order to provide the impression of an
environment rich in monuments, without any particular expectation or
requirement that the actual monuments will be known to the audience.
Of course, both of these could be true – Roman audiences were not
monolithic, and Livy could well be writing with the expectation that
some, but not all, of his readers would be well acquainted with the
topography of the city and with the locations of the monuments that he
alludes to. Nevertheless, the second version appears to loom larger within
the text: while there are a few places where a knowledge of the detailed
topography and the specific monuments of the city of Rome appears to add
a dimension to the narrative which would not be shared by people
unacquainted with the city, these are more than balanced out by the
great swathes of the narrative where knowledge of the city, at least beyond
the basic (and easily understood) elements of the walls, the Forum, the
Capitol, and the Senate,35 appears to be essentially irrelevant. It is notice-
able, for example, how many of the places where Livy evokes specific
topography are the relatively self-contained contexts of prodigy lists (e.g.
3.29.9, 8.37.6, 21.62.2–4, 22.1.14–20, 22.36.7–8, 24.10.8–12, 26.23.4, 27.37.
4–14, 28.11.4–7, 30.38.9, 32.29.1–2, 33.26.8–9, 34.45.6, 35.9.2–4, 36.37.2,
37.3.2, 39.22.4, 39.46.5, 39.56.6, 40.2.1–2, 40.19.2, 41.9.5, 43.13.4–5,
45.16.5) and censorial building programs (e.g. 29.37.2, 38.28.3, 39.44.5–7,
40.51.3–6, 41.27.6–9, 44.16.9–10),36 whose significance to the broader
narrative rests more in the fact of there being prodigies (and related
expiations) and buildings than in anything consequential about exactly

35 Cf. Jaeger 1997: 21 on Livy’s “schematic, easily comprehensible and easily memorable portrait of the
city.”

36 Aberson 2014: 20–5 discusses the tendency of Livian monuments to cluster in “annalistic” contexts:
he too highlights censorial constructions as a central area where they appear. Cf. Gast 1965, who, on
the basis of the formulaic nature of the censorial accounts in Livy, hypothesizes that this is the
consequence of his sources ultimately depending on records which listed such monuments in
a standard format.
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where the prodigies (or expiations) occurred or where the buildings were
located.
That Livy is more concerned with giving an impression of a real environ-

ment than evoking the actual city of Rome emerges above all from certain
places in his narrative where a detailed knowledge of the city appears to be
more of a hindrance than a help to the reader. One well-known example is
the trial of Manlius Capitolinus (6.20.9–11). As Livy tells the story, Manlius,
when put on trial in the Forum, successfully deflected the charges against
him by gesturing to the Capitol, which he had saved by his heroism; so the
tribunes whowere prosecuting him transferred the trial to the Petelian grove,
from which the Capitol was not visible. The development of this story has
been discussed by T. P. Wiseman, who demonstrates that there is no likely
location of the Petelian grove that would make the Capitol invisible from it.
He argues that Livy’s account results from combining two separate stories, in
one of which it was the Tarpeian Rock where Manlius had made his heroic
defense of the Capitol, at which he was gesturing and which the tribunes
wished to remove from sight; but in another versionManlius’ defense of the
Capitol did not take place at the Tarpeian rock at all, so the story of the trial
changed to highlight the Capitol as a whole rather than the Tarpeian Rock in
particular.37 This is a highly plausible reconstruction of the story’s develop-
ment; but for our purposes, the main point to note is that Livy reproduces
the final version of the story, with the Capitol at its center, despite the fact
that it is senseless within the actual topography of Rome.
A slightly different example comes at 23.32.3–4:

consules edixerunt, quotiens in senatum vocassent, uti senatores quibusque
in senatu dicere sententiam liceret ad portam Capenam convenirent. prae-
tores, quorum iuris dictio erat, tribunalia ad piscinam publicam posuerunt;
eo vadimonia fieri iusserunt, ibique eo anno ius dictum est.

The consuls ordered that, whenever they convened the Senate, the senators
and anyone entitled to give their vote in the Senate should assemble at the
Porta Capena. The praetors who had legal jurisdiction placed their tribunals
at the Piscina Publica: they ordered that sureties for court appearances
should be brought here, and trials took place there in that year.

The Porta Capena was the gate in the south-eastern portion of the Servian
Wall, at the beginning of the Via Appia; the Piscina Publica, here men-
tioned for the first time, was in its immediate vicinity.38 Livy does, as I have

37 See Wiseman 1979.
38 For the exact location, next to the gate just inside the city wall, see Coarelli in LTUR 4.93–4; he

deduces it in part from this passage, since the praetors could not hold court outside the pomerium.
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noted, sometimes indicate that senatorial meetings took place outside the
city walls for the specific purpose of the Senate being able to meet people
who legally could not enter the city. But the ruling here is odder: Livy does
not indicate why the Senate assembled at the gate39 – presumably there
must have been a templum nearby, where the actual meeting was held, but
he does not say where40 nor whether this meeting would be within the city
or outside it. Nor does he give any reason for the praetors holding court
here, something on the face of things even odder.41 One can, of course,
hypothesize various possible reasons why they might have done so,42 but
Livy himself does not supply one. To a person familiar with the layout of
the city, the passage is bizarre, raising more questions than it answers; but
this problem disappears if we think of it as primarily addressing an
audience which is looking for the impression of local color without being
concerned with specific details.
A more difficult passage is 41.27.7, describing the censorial building

program in 174 BCE: et clivum Capitolinum silice sternendum curaverunt, et
porticum ab aede Saturni in Capitolium ad senaculum et super id curiam
(“they arranged to have the Clivus Capitolinus paved with flint, along with
the colonnade from the temple of Saturn to the Capitol as far as the
senaculum and the Curia above it”). As the text stands, it makes no
topographical sense: no colonnade from the temple of Saturn up to the
Capitol could arrive at the senaculum and the Curia. Various textual
expedients have been proposed:43 one might, for example, delete in
Capitolium as a misleading gloss, or else add et before ad senaculum in
order to make it refer to a different portico (so Weissenborn ad loc.). But it
is at least as probable that Livy has simply, when summarizing the censors’
activities, compressed into incomprehensibility the information that he
found in his source. Mommsen proposed that the passage was referring,

39 Festus 470L (citing Nicostratus) refers to a senaculum – a place for the senators to assemble – at the
Porta Capena, but does not indicate why it was there or where the associated Senate meetings took
place.

40 Brennan 2000: 106 suggests the temple of Honos, which stood outside the gate (Cic. Leg. 2.58).
41 “Livy does not quite comprehend the situation” (Brennan 2000: 106–7).
42 Richardson 1992: 292 proposes that the praetors held court here “so that they might be near the

senate and the road along which news from the south would come,” but does not explain why either
of these factors would be useful for the effective exercise of the praetors’ judicial functions. Brennan
2000: 107 argues that, contrary to what Livy implies, the praetors’ having their tribunals here was
merely incidental, and that the primary reason for the move was to be at hand to support (and
perhaps preside over) the Senate in case of an unexpected emergency. Mitchell 1990: 185, also
contradicting Livy, claims that the praetors were there to conduct a military levy, not for judicial
purposes.

43 See Briscoe 2012: 140–1.
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not to the Curia Hostilia and the senaculum (sc. senatorial assembly)
adjacent to it, but to the Curia Calabra on the Capitol and an otherwise
unattested senaculum serving it;44 but even if this were right, Livy’s phras-
ing would still be highly misleading for a reader who knew the city, who
would naturally take the Curia and senaculum, named without further
qualification, to be those in the Forum. A reader unacquainted with the
city, on the other hand, and reading this simply for topographical color,
would have no problem understanding it.
Topographical detail in Livy, even when it is present, is thus primarily

symbolic. Of course, there is a sense in which all appearances of monu-
ments in literary authors are symbolic, since any text, however invested in
topographical description, can only at most indirectly represent a physical
object, and is necessarily selective when it comes to describing it within its
surroundings;45 accordingly, much recent scholarship on the representa-
tion of the city of Rome in Latin writers – even those writers apparently
closely interested in the actual topography of the city – has demonstrated it
to be as much a constructed space as a literal reflection of reality.46 But
I mean something more restricted than that. In the case of Manlius
Capitolinus, the symbolism of the visibility or lack of visibility of the
Capitol overrides the actual topography of the city. Nor should we think
of this as a sign of Livy’s ignorance, for it is only one example of a more
general phenomenon found elsewhere in his work – his willingness,
especially in the context of causality and chronology, to elevate the histor-
ical world as constructed by his text over the events which actually occurred
and to suggest that it is the former rather than the latter that represents
reality.47 When it comes to topography, it is, admittedly, rare that Livy’s
text trumps reality so comprehensively, but even when there is no contra-
diction between his descriptions and the physical landscape of Rome, it is
the symbolism that counts.48 Livy gives the outline of a city, and offers
enough names and details to provide the impression of its being filled with
monuments, but a sense of the physical reality to which those names relate
is rarely relevant and sometimes even a hindrance to comprehension.
It should be acknowledged that to some degree this may be explained by

the genre in which Livy was working: there is no historian of ancient Rome

44 Mommsen 1887–883: 3.914n3. 45 Cf. Jaeger 1997: 20–1; Riggsby 2009.
46 See e.g. Larmour 2007 on Juvenal; Laurence 2011 on Martial; Vial-Logeay 2014 on Cicero.
47 For this feature of Livy’s history see my discussion in Levene 2010: esp. 382–92; I argue there that,

within Roman cultural practice, it is less paradoxical – and less post-modern – than might appear at
first sight.

48 Cf. Jaeger 1997: 32–5.
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who exhibits the engagement with the physical environment of the city that
we find in (for example) Propertius, Ovid, or Martial. Nevertheless, even
among historians, Livy is unusual in the extent to which he lacks that sort of
engagement. The space available in this volume does not allow me to
demonstrate that point systematically, but a few illustrative points may be
raised. The example of Dionysius of Halicarnassus has been used repeatedly
in this paper in order to illustrate how a historian – one more or less
contemporary to Livy, covering part of the same period, and with access to
a similar range of sources – could inject a far higher level of topographical
awareness into his narrative. If we compare Livy with other major Latin
historians, there is nothing in his whole surviving work to match the vivid
intensity which Sallust injects into his description of the Carcer (Cat. 55.3–4).
Livy’s account of the destruction wrought by major fires at Rome at 24.47.
15–16 and 26.27.1–4 looks like jejune name-checking when set beside the
account of theNeronian fire in Tacitus (Ann. 15.38–40): even though Tacitus
does not name as many buildings that were destroyed, the detailed account
of the fire’s progress through the different parts of Rome and the response of
the population engages the reader far more closely with the city’s landscape.
Livy never relies for his effect on the reader’s detailed knowledge of Rome in
the way Tacitus does when he describes – without explicitly commenting
on – Otho’s deliberately eccentric route in order to meet the soldiers who
will support him in his coup against Galba (Hist. 1.27), a route which at the
very least indicates that Otho is acting deceptively so as to cover his tracks,
shows his casual deliberation in setting events in motion,49 and, moreover,
arguably illustrates an ironic joke that Otho is making at Galba’s expense.50

Livy’s relative lack of interest in the detailed topography of Romemakes him
an outlier among Roman historians; the question is what this tells us about
the nature of his history.
There are three likely explanations, all of whichmay well be true, though

different ones are presumably prominent in different parts of the work.
The first factor – though perhaps the least significant – is that, although
Livy was writing at a time when Augustus was celebrating his transforma-
tion of the physical environment of Rome, he is less invested in that project
than many of his contemporaries were. The question of Livy’s relationship
with Augustus is hotly debated, and that issue cannot be reconsidered in
detail here, but a plausible case can be made that he is at any rate somewhat
distanced from the Augustan ideological world.51 Augustus is mentioned

49 Morgan 1994. 50 So Fraser 2007.
51 So esp. Badian 1993; also Petersen 1961; Luce 1990; contra e.g. Syme 1959: Mensching 1967.
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just three times in Livy’s thirty-five surviving books (1.19.2–3, 4.20.6–7,
28.12.12); the first two of these are indeed associated with monuments
(respectively, the temple of Janus and the temple of Jupiter Feretrius),
but against that, both passages appear to represent later additions to the
narrative by Livy,52 and moreover the second, apparently celebrating
Augustus’ physical restoration of Rome, has recently been strongly argued
by Dylan Sailor to represent a subtle questioning of the princeps’
authority.53 It may not be unconnected with this that Livy often omits,
or at most name-checks, monuments rather than evoking them in detail,
even monuments with which Augustus had associated himself – the
absence of the Palatine, and in particular the omission of certain monu-
ments and stories associated with it, such as the casa Romuli,54 the house of
Valerius, and the lituus of Romulus, all of which could easily evoke
resonances with Rome’s new founder residing on that hill, is especially
noteworthy in this context.
More broadly relevant is a point to which I have already referred: that

Livy may be primarily writing for an audience outside the city of Rome.55

He himself was born in Patavium, though the scanty details attested for his
life imply that he was living in Rome when he wrote much of his history
(Plin. Ep. 2.3.8; Suet. Claud. 41.1; Suda s.v. Κορνοῦτος; cf. Tac. Ann.
4.34.3). But even if (as seems likely) he was au fait with the physical
environment of the city, other aspects of his work suggest his consciousness
that his Roman history, even if very ostentatiously Romano-centric,
needed to make sense to the vast numbers of people who had become to
some degree Roman by virtue of their incorporation under Roman rule.56

But perhaps the most important factor may be the role that Livy
proposes for his own history. Famously, he refers (implicitly) to it in the
Preface as a “monument” (Praef. 6, 10; cf. 6.1.2, 38.57.8), a significant
image, the use of which in a historiographical context goes back to
Herodotus and Thucydides,57 but which appears to have particular

52 See Luce 1965. 53 Sailor 2006.
54 Note, however, Balland 1984, arguing that not only Livy, but other early Augustan writers are

reticent about the casa Romuli on the Palatine, preferring to link the structure with the Capitol as the
symbolic center of imperial power, rather than associating Augustus and Romulus closely as
personalities via the proximity of their homes.

55 On the increasingly broad audience for historiography in the late Republic and early Empire, see esp.
Pausch 2011: 38–46.

56 For an extended study of Livy’s subtle treatment of the expansion of Rome to incorporate the
perspectives of those who would not have earlier been identified as “Roman,” see Levene 2010:
214–60.

57 Immerwahr 1960.
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resonance for Livy. Its implications have been well explored by both Mary
Jaeger and Andrew Feldherr.58 Livy (Jaeger argues) uses the analogy to
relate the physical space of the city to the more organized and schematized
space constructed by his narrative;59 Feldherr, even more potently, suggests
that Livy, someone who (as far as we know) lacked the sort of political and
military experience on which physical monuments at Rome were founded,
offers the “monument” of his own history as a substitute. To this may be
added a no less significant point. When Livy speaks of history as
a monument in Preface 10, he does so in an explicitly ethical context:60

hoc illud est praecipue in cognitione rerum salubre et frugiferum, omnis te
exempli documenta in inlustri posita monumento intueri; inde tibi tuaeque
rei publicae quod imitere capias, inde foedum inceptu foedum exitu quod
vites.

In learning about history, what is especially useful and profitable is to look
upon examples of every sort of precedent placed on a conspicuous monu-
ment; thence you may acquire things for yourself and your country to
imitate, thence also things that are horrible from first to last which you
may avoid.

The type of “monument” in which Livy is primarily interested, and with
which he associates his own work, is one from which it is possible to draw
ethical lessons; and this matches Livy’s consistent and unusually intense
focus on the ethics of history.61 Yet he might well have regarded physical
monuments as less suited to providing the type of exemplary model for an
ethical life in which he was primarily interested than a historical narrative
is. A great deal of Livy’s interest in the ethics of history depends on its
capacity for ethical reinvention, with its lessons being constantly re-
evaluated and re-drawn depending on new contexts.62 It is true that
monuments can themselves act as models for ethical behavior, and more-
over that the meaning of a monument can in principle be quite as poly-
valent as that of a text.63 But it is easy to see howmost of the monuments of
the city of Rome might have been perceived by Livy as offering fewer

58 Jaeger 1997: esp. 10–29; Feldherr 1998: esp. 19–37.
59 For the analogy more broadly cf. Kraus 1994: 268–70. 60 Cf. Moles 1994: 152–4.
61 Levene 2006; Levene 2010: 339–75; cf. Pausch 2011: 34–5.
62 See esp. Chaplin 2000; more generally for the Roman interest in “situation ethics,” where the

appropriate lessons and interpretations would vary according to the status or position of the actors,
see Langlands 2011.

63 Hölkeskamp 2014: 64 offers the pertinent example of the Lacus Curtius, which Livy himself
associates with two entirely different aetiological stories (1.13.5, 7.6.1–6), each with its own legend
and lessons to be drawn; on these see also Spencer 2007.
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possibilities than the textual monumentum formed by his own history for
the kinds of ethical lessons which were his central focus, where he con-
sistently stresses their moral ambivalence and complex changeability.64

This is why Duilius’ monument, with which I began this paper, was of
much less interest to the historians and ethicists than was the anecdote
about the unique manner in which he constantly re-lived his victory.
The anecdote offered the possibility for constant ethical rethinking:65

was it something spontaneously offered by the state, or was it something
he chose to do himself – and if the latter, should it be perceived as an
arrogant departure from the norm or a justified celebration of his achieve-
ment? The columna rostrata stood in the Forum to memorialize his victory
and to offer Augustus a model to memorialize his own. Duilius’ military
achievement, which the columna rostrata commemorated, was real and
unquestioned. Any ethical doubts about the way Duilius reacted to the
victory had to be sought elsewhere.

64 Chaplin 2000: 120–1, 167. Wiseman 2014 seeks to debunk altogether the idea of Roman collective
memory enshrined in monuments; Hölkeskamp 2014, in response, effectively demolishes
Wiseman’s case. Nevertheless, Wiseman does successfully demonstrate something no less important
for the argument here: that Romans themselves, including Livy, primarily conceived of the meaning
of monuments in terms of the texts associated with them or describing them (Wiseman 2014: 44–8).

65 Cf. Roller 2009: 223–4; also Chaplin 2000: 184–7.
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